


WELCOME



THE GOAL FOR TODAY

▸ To give you a Blueprint for photography success that you can 
apply today!! 

▸ To create a consistent, repeatable workflow. 

▸ To give you information you need with no extra fluff.  

▸ More confidence, better images, better experience, more 
money (if that’s your goal)



THE OVERVIEW

▸ THINKING - knowledge 

▸ PREPARING - gear 

▸ SHOOTING - skill 

▸ EDITING & DELIVERY - polish & presentation



THE RUNDOWN 

▸ Classroom discussion 10:30am - 2:00pm 

▸ Live Shooting 2:45pm - 3:30pm  

▸ Workflow/Editing/Delivery 3:45pm - 4:40pm 

▸ 10 minute breaks throughout the workshop 

▸ Q & A during those breaks 

▸ Rate the workshop at the end



WHAT WE’LL COVER TODAY

▸ Introduction/Goals for the 
workshop 

▸ Why natural light 

▸ The exposure triangle (in depth 
breakdown) 

▸ Camera settings/modes 

▸ Gear (does it matter) 

▸ Settings: When and why to 
change/session walkthrough 

▸ Overview of dynamic range 
(where the magic happens) 

▸ The key to creativity  

▸ Shooting exercises and 
examples 

▸ Workflow overview/post 
processing  

▸ And more……



WHO IS JERRELL TRULOVE?
MY STORY



▸ Bought first camera in 2011 

▸ Tried weddings and was horrible 

▸ Shot over 150 sessions/events 

▸ Since 2015 I’ve shot over 50 weddings 

▸ Traveled to California, Cancun, London, Toronto, Maryland 

▸ I’m here to help you jump start your career as a 
photographer!
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ICEBREAKER
BEFORE WE BEGIN….



THINKING
PART 1



WHY NATURAL LIGHT?



▸ UNPREDICTABLE 

▸ PUSHES YOU TO CREATE 

▸ PUSHES THE LIMITS OF YOUR GEAR 

▸ LESS GEAR, LESS BARRIERS



THE EXPOSURE TRIANGLE



A MOMENT IS CREATED USING THREE ELEMENTS

▸ APERTURE - controls depth of field 

▸ SHUTTER SPEED - controls motion 

▸ ISO - controls grain/noise and sensitivity to light



WHAT DOES THIS ALL MEAN?

▸ In order to take a photo, these three elements must be in 
harmony 

▸ If you change one element, you must change one of the 
other two elements to maintain balance 

▸ Mastery of this take months/years of practice and awareness
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APERTURE - CONTROLS DEPTH OF FIELD

▸ A SHALLOW DEPTH OF FIELD 
gives you sharp focus while 
everything else remains out of focus.
(example; f1.8) 

▸ A LARGE DEPTH OF FIELD delivers 
everything in focus. (example; f16) 

▸ Your lens determines what aperture 
you can use 

▸ F1.8 = brighter, F16 = darker



SHUTTER SPEED - CONTROLS MOTION

▸ A FAST SHUTTER SPEED freezes 
motion such as children running 
or athletes jumping 

▸ A SLOW SHUTTER SPEED blurs 
motion such as waterfalls or traffic 

▸ 1/100 = brighter, 1/4000 = darker



ISO - CONTROLS GRAIN/NOISE

▸ THE LOWER THE ISO the less noise 
there will be in your image (virtually 
none) ex. ISO 100 

▸ THE HIGHER THE ISO the more 
noise there will be in your image.  
ex. ISO 4000 

▸ ISO 100 = darker, ISO 4000 = 
brighter



10 MINUTE BREAK



GOT IT, SO NOW WHAT?

▸ To achieve balance, the next step is answering three simple 
questions…. 

▸ What aperture do you want? 

▸ Do you want grain in your images? 

▸ What shutter speed is ideal? 

▸ THAT’S IT!!!



LETS PRACTICE



EASY AS 1,2,3

▸ Start in manual mode 

▸ You choose f 2.0 as your aperture (or your lowest aperture) 

▸ You decide on ISO 100 

▸ You choose a shutter speed that gives you a perfect 
exposure 

▸ BOOM! You’re ready to shoot!!



ONE MORE THING..

▸ What’s a ‘perfect’ exposure? 

▸ A ‘perfect’ exposure is when your camera believes that the 
settings you have will achieve a great image.  

▸ How do you know you have a perfect exposure? 

▸ Check the in camera meter and see what it says 



When the line is down the middle, you’re in the sweet spot.



SHOOT YOUR SHOT!

▸ Turn the shutter speed dial until you get a ‘down the line’ 
exposure. 

▸ Take a test shot. 

▸ Check your image to see if it’s properly exposed.  

▸ You’re ready to shoot! 

▸ Be sure to check the meter when you change positions or 
locations. 



SHOOTING MODES



▸ MANUAL MODE - the photographer controls every aspect of 
the exposure triangle. Allows for maximum creativity. 

▸ APERTURE PRIORITY MODE - the photographer controls the 
aperture setting while the camera automatically controls 
shutter speed to achieve proper exposure. 

▸ SHUTTER PRIORITY MODE - the photographer controls the 
shutter speed setting while the camera automatically controls 
the aperture to achieve proper exposure.



PREPARING
PART 2



CAMERA SETTINGS



SETTINGS TO CONSIDER

▸ back button focus: allows you to focus AND shoot 
simultaneously  

▸ screen brightness: helps avoid post production woes 

▸ single point focus: allows for complete creative control 

▸ auto white balance: allows for consistency in images, less 
settings to think about 

▸ Picture control/styles: neutral applies absolutely no presets 
to your photo and gives you all the creative control in post.



SETTINGS CONTINUED….METERING

▸ What is metering and why is it important? Metering is the 
portion of the photo the camera uses to determine the meter 
reading. 

▸ What I use: matrix metering (takes average of the entire 
photo and uses it to provide the reading). 

▸ Why? Provides consistent results session after session. 



RAW VS. JPEG

▸ Choosing between RAW and JPEG is a personal choice made by each 
photographer. There are benefits to each file format.  

▸ JPEG: Images are processed in camera and when downloaded to your computer 
are ready to print, download and share. Images are also MUCH smaller than RAW 
files which takes up less space on memory cards and hard drives.  

▸ RAW files pull all of the information off of your cameras sensor and deliver it to 
you unfinished. RAW files are much larger but allow for greater flexibility in post 
production as the camera has not done anything to them at all. (hence the term, 
raw) 

▸ When it comes to getting the most out of your images, RAW files are almost 
always the recommended choice. 



10 MINUTE BREAK



G.E.A.R.
DOES IT MATTER?



OF COURSE IT DOES!!



BUT NOT REALLY……



GEAR GIVES YOU OPTIONS…

▸ (MUCH) MORE ACCURATE AUTOFOCUS 

▸ BETTER LOW LIGHT PERFORMANCE 

▸ BETTER DYNAMIC RANGE 

▸ MORE FRAMES PER SECOND 

▸ LARGER APERTURES 

▸ FASTER SHUTTER SPEEDS 

▸ BETTER BUILD QUALITY 

▸ MORE FEATURES



BUT DOES NOT MAKE YOU BETTER

▸ Won’t teach you to see light 

▸ Won’t help you master the exposure triangle 

▸ Won’t help you connect with clients/pose clients 

▸ Won’t help you be more creative 

▸ So on and so forth….



HERE’S THE LOW DOWN

▸ Your gear won’t make you a better photographer 

▸ It will, however, help you to be the best photographer 
possible.



WHAT SHOULD YOU CHOOSE?

▸ Nikon 

▸ Sony 

▸ Leica 

▸ Fuji 

▸ Sigma 

▸ Canon 

▸ Tamron 

▸ Zeiss 

▸ Olympus 

▸ Pentax 

▸ Hasselblad 

▸ Phase One



IT DOESN’T MATTER!!***

▸ Photographers from all over the planet take GREAT photos 
with every single brand of camera, with both entry level and 
flagship models 

▸ You can do the same thing 

▸ Just CHOOSE and the rest will take care of itself



TO DIVE A LITTLE DEEPER…

▸ Don’t upgrade your gear until you can justify (in detail) why. 

▸ To save both money and to maximize your particular skills. 

▸ Don’t try every brand under the sun just because everyone 
else does. 

▸ When you find what works for you, STICK WITH IT!



WHAT LENSES SHOULD YOU USE?

▸ Shoot primes for optimum image quality (larger apertures, 
lighter) 

▸ Shoot zooms for versatility (smaller apertures/heavier) 

▸ Shoot telephoto lenses for more compression (85mm - 
200mm) 

▸ Shoot wide angle for storytelling/photojournalistic shots and 
increased creativity (24mm - 35mm) 

▸ Shoot 50mm for the best of both worlds



JUST GETTING STARTED….

▸ Used full frame camera. (NIkon D750, Canon 5DIII, Sony a7iii) 

▸ Zoom? 24-70 f2.8 

▸ Prime? 50mm f1.8 then get a 35mm f1.8 or 85mm f1.8



WHAT YOU’RE REALLY PAYING FOR

▸ Should you get the $500 35mm f1.8 or the $1700 35mm 
f1.4? 

▸ When you pay double or triple for the same focal length lens, 
you’re paying for larger apertures, vibration reduction 
(sometimes), nano coating to prevent lens flare and optical 
quality.  

▸ Not absolutely necessary but helpful in low light situations 
and giving you the extra bit of wiggle room in a tight spot. 



WHAT DO I USE?

▸ For weddings, portraits and events I use the same setup. 

▸ Two Sony a7iii’s 

▸ 35mm f1.4g 

▸ 85mm f1.8g 

▸ SD Cards: Sandisk Extreme, 128GB (2) 

▸ Leather harness



WHY THE A7III?

▸ Lightweight 

▸ GREAT dynamic range 

▸ Great price point 

▸ 10FPS 

▸ Dual card slots 

▸ Fast and accurate focus, eye autofocus is paradigm shiftingly great! 

▸ Tilt screen** 

▸ 24megapixels (great resolution, files not so large that it’s a hassle)



WHY THE 35MM (FORMERLY THE 28MM)?

▸ Great storytelling lens 

▸ Versatile 

▸ Sharp as hell



TEXT



TEXT



TEXT



TEXT



TEXT



WHY THE 85MM?

▸ SUPER sharp 

▸ Creamy bokeh (background blur) 

▸ Great compression 

▸ Lightweight 

▸ Small size



TEXT





TEXT



TEXT



TEXT



WHY THIS SETUP?

▸ Simple 

▸ Lightweight 

▸ Best of both worlds 

▸ Predictable, consistent results 





10 MINUTE BREAK 



THE POWER OF DYNAMIC RANGE



WHAT IS DYNAMIC RANGE AND 
WHY SHOULD YOU CARE?



BEFORE WE DISCUSS DYNAMIC RANGE…..

▸ We need to understand the concept of shadows and 
highlights  

▸ Highlights are all of the bright areas of a photo (typically the 
sky/background) 

▸ Shadows are what is usually darker because of being backlit 
or hidden in shadow due to the sun. (people, faces or objects 
in the foreground)



SHADOWS

HIGHLIGHTS HIGHLIGHTS

SHADOWS

HIGHLIGHTS

SHADOWS

SHADOWS



DYNAMIC RANGE IS YOUR 
CAMERA’S ABILITY TO CAPTURE 
BOTH HIGHLIGHTS AND SHADOWS 
WITHOUT LOSING DETAILS



BEFORE

AFTER



HOW DO YOU MAXIMIZE YOUR 
CAMERA’S DYNAMIC RANGE?



EASY AS 1,2,3

1. You simply need to expose for the sky or the prominent 
background 

2. Bring the shadows back in post 

3. Presto!







PRO TIP
IT IS MUCH EASIER TO RECOVER DETAIL FROM 
THE SHADOWS THAN TO RECOVER DETAIL FROM 
THE HIGHLIGHTS





SHOOTING STYLES

▸ Down the line exposure 

▸ Expose for clients 

▸ Slightly underexposed 

▸ Heavily underexposed



PRACTICE ALL OF THEM



WHAT WE’VE COVERED SO FAR

▸ The exposure triangle  

▸ 1,2,3 system for getting your camera ready 

▸ The importance of gear 

▸ Camera settings 

▸ Dynamic Range 

▸ Shooting styles



LET’S EAT!



SHOOTING
PART 3



FOLLOW THESE RULES WHEN SHOOTING AS A STARTING POINT

▸ Shoot during the golden hour (2 hours before sunset) and 
control the session  

▸ If you can’t shoot in ideal conditions, look for open shade 

▸ Shoot with the sun behind your subject 

▸ Use single point focus on subjects face/eyes 99.99% of the 
time 

▸ Pay attention to separation 



THE IMPORTANCE OF LIGHT

▸ Light determines EVERYTHING in your images 

▸ Always look for soft, even light 

▸ Always be mindful of harsh shadows and shade that’s too 
heavy 

▸ Never be afraid to move your client until they are in the 
perfect spot 



LET’S PRACTICE



10 MINUTE BREAK



WORKFLOW & DELIVERY
PART 4



LET’S TALK ABOUT…

▸ Backing up your images (hard drives and size) 

▸ Why I choose Lightroom 

▸ Importing raw files into Lightroom 

▸ Presets (I only use two) 

▸ culling/editing/batch editing 

▸ Lightroom tips and shortcuts 

▸ Exporting  

▸ Delivery 



WHEN I GET HOME…

1. One card at a time, I plug cards into reader and move images 
from SD card, STRAIGHT to the raw drives 

2. After the images are on both drives, I then move those images 
into Lightroom  

3. I edit the images in Lightroom 

4. I export the hi-resolution JPEGs to a folder on my computer 

5. I deliver the images to my client via an online gallery  

6. I move the photos to my JPEG drives and off my computer 



LIVE WORKFLOW…



LIGHTROOM IN A NUTSHELL

▸ How to import photos without taking up a ton of space 

▸ How to create and use your own presets  

▸ How to export hi-resolution files 

▸ How to use the tone curve and split toning to create your 
custom look  

▸ Cull and edit simultaneously to save time and effort 



CONCLUSION 



FINAL CONCLUSIONS

▸ It doesn’t take much to take consistent/predictable photos. 

▸ Practice produces better results but SYSTEMS produce 
consistent, efficient results. 

▸ If you don’t practice you will NEVER get better.  

▸ Be positive, be optimistic and never feel like you’ve made it. 

▸ Tweak The Blueprint until you make it your own. 



RESOURCES

▸ shootproof.com (client galleries) 

▸ apple.com (computers) 

▸ adobe.com (lightroom and photoshop) 

▸ fredmiranda.com (buy used gear from other pros) 

▸ app.studioninja.co (client management software)

http://shootproof.com
http://apple.com
http://adobe.com
http://fredmiranda.com
http://app.studioninja.co


BOOKS

▸ Start with why 

▸ Linchpin 

▸ The 10x rule 

▸ Purple cow 

▸ The miracle morning



THANK YOU!


